
Writing at 
Holmer Lake

Being a confident writer allows us to share and
communicate our thoughts and ideas with
those around us and the rest of the world.

At Holmer Lake, we teach writing every day.
We learn to write lots of different genres
(styles of writing) from narratives (stories) and
poems to non-chronological reports
(information texts) and balanced arguments
(debates).

Spellings

Challenge time!
Complete one of the Writing at Home

tasks and share it on Seesaw! 

You will win 10 house points for taking
part!

Writing at Home...
There are lots of opportunities
to practise writing at home!

Here are just a few ideas:

A shopping list
Holiday postcards
A song
Letters
A diary

Did you know that your child's reading diary has
important spellings for each year group? These are
useful to use when your child is practising their
spellings.



Wonderful
Writers at Holmer

Lake! 

56W

6M

RMW

3N

2W

Class RMW love Drawing Club! They
have been reading ‘The Odd Egg’
and writing about what happens
when Duck finds another egg!  

Class 1P have been reading ‘The Queen’s Hat’ by Steve Anthony. They
have been using adjectives to add description to their writing.

1P

In Class 5J, they have been writing a
narrative for their story video ‘Wing.’

5J

4L

“Pop out of the egg. 
a hungree fox caym out.”

by Eva Murdoch 

“The Queens hat flicked over the elaborate gates of Buckingham
Palace. It fluttered all the way to the dustey London Underground.”

by Lennon Greene

“Above the spooky sky, the terrifying,
evil crows were soaring above the
ground until they heard the sweet
sound of something in the forest.”

by Loukas Liakos 

“Underneath a shimmering cover of stars is a town square. In
the centre of that square, lays a wishing fountain who’s water

reflects everyday, golden coins that go in. One warm, cosy
evening, a man flung his coin in the foundation....”

by Harry Horton

In Class 4L, they have been writing a narrative for their
story video ‘Wishgranter.’

“...and as he watered the plants, the
forest grew bigger and brighter.
Later, the mysterious, stripy tiger
pounced and leaper around the

forest and the magical, green leaf
trees swayed in the wind.

by Emily Deakin

In Class 2W, they have been
using the book ‘The Tin

Forest’ to inspire their own
writing.

“Sir David Attenborough was born on the
8th of May, 1962 and was born in London.
He lived in Leicester with his two brothers:
Richard and John...Sir David loved animals

and found them fascinating.”

by Cadie Cogan-Jeffries

In Class 56W, they have been
learning about Sir David

Attenborough and using their
research to write a biography about

him.

In Class 6M, they have been inspired by the
story of the ‘Three Little Pigs.’ Turns out they

are not so innocent after all...

“The famous fairytale, The Little Pigs, that
has been passed through the generations,
is a story about the being bad - correct?

Well, recently there has been a court case
on who are the cold-hearted or or the

pure-hearted civilians.”

by Isaac Miles

In Class 3N, they have been writing non-chronological
reports all about rocks!

“Three types of sedimentary rocks are shale, chalk and
sandstone. Shale is soft and porous, Chalk is a type of

limestone, it is porous and crumbly. Sandstone is hard and
resistant to weathering.”

by Karta Lea Kenton


